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News, Announcements, and Reminders

Walker Families,

This year, our students will be engaging in a Human Body & Sexual Health unit. We will
be utilizing the Rights, Respect, Responsibility (3R’s) instructional material developed by
Advocates for Youth in alignment with the National Sexual Education Standards (NSES)
as our primary resource. There are a limited number of supplemental lessons added to
the sequence that are also aligned to the NSES to address areas where educators
identified gaps or opportunities to strengthen the learning experience. The NSES
standards were recently adopted in Illinois Public Act 105-0522, which mandates that all
comprehensive personal health and safety and sex education be complete, medically
accurate, age-appropriate, inclusive, and culturally responsive. This unit includes content
to address other relevant state educational mandates such as Erin’s Law, or child abuse
prevention education. 

The curriculum is intended to build foundational knowledge and skills for our students to
develop their identities and build healthy relationships. It is also designed for students to
use the knowledge gained to make well-informed and responsible decisions. The
elementary portion of this curriculum includes lessons on affirming different kinds of
families, figuring out friendships, a basic understanding of bodies and how they grow and
change, and safe touches. These lessons will set an important foundation for a
comprehensive middle school education on pregnancy, consent and  sexually transmitted
infections (STI’s).

District 65 acknowledges that parents/guardians are the primary sexuality educators for
their child(ren), and we are committed to partnering with you to provide supplementary
resources to support you in this role. We understand that these can be sensitive issues for
people of all ages. Our goal is to create learning spaces that support active participation
and maturity so that students feel comfortable talking about these issues with their peers,
and more importantly, with you. In addition to reviewing the standards, scope and
sequence, and curriculum info, Amaze.org has great resources for parents navigating
these conversations at home.

Please view this link to the District 65 webpage with the scope and sequence of our
curriculum aligned to the NSES.

If you prefer your child does not participate in comprehensive personal safety or sex
education, you may opt them out of specific lessons or the entire unit.

https://www.3rs.org/about-3rs/
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/NSES-2020-2.pdf
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/publicacts/fulltext.asp?Name=102-0522&_cldee=AkNQJEL3OMRyJRASq307O0tJFOEgJ1jYmsu9EA8O7iC9Hukcd5aHqdtEA0xjvZNa&recipientid=contact-42d89ce46ff4ea11a816000d3a5913bd-0dfe9710cac842beb3b7e31e3664d25a&esid=96e94a48-13f3-ec11-bb3d-000d3a597249
https://www.erinslaw.org/
https://amaze.org/parents/
https://www.district65.net/Page/2578


Please let me as well as your child's teacher know in writing if you would like to opt your
child out.

Please contact me with any questions.

James
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